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Karen, with her recently acquired new toy boy—an MG TF 160
——————————————
Forthcoming Events
Tue 24 September—Club Night—Annual Quiz 8.00pm
Sun 13th October—Run & Lunch. Meet Phantom Winger, M55 roundabout (PR3 5JE) at 10.00am
Tue 29th October—Club Night. Visiting Speaker 8.00pm (talking on „Chorley Pals‟)
Sat 2nd November—Bonfire, hotpot & fireworks at the Schultz Palace—7.00pm sharp
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CHAIRMAN‟S CHAT SEPTEMBER 2013

The NTBHWE 2014
It is no longer a secret, the cat is out of the bag and yes we will visit North
Wales for the weekend away next year.
We will base in Llanberis at the Royal Victoria Hotel which I have already
visited and find is ideal for our requirements.
I intend to route an interesting journey down to Llanberis avoiding the motorways as best as possible, but avoiding mass conurbations may be a little
more difficult, so in the circumstances I will make this part of the route as
entertaining as possible and show you a bit of my work from years past!
SO- what I need are numbers of attendees to help me with my financial negotiations with the hotel and other bodies.
The effective dates are from Friday 6th June 2014 through Monday 9th June
2014 and the cost will be at the same rate as the 2013 NTBHWE at £255:00
per person for 3 nights Dinner Bed and Breakfast including the usual incidentals, route books and a stunning Saturday non driving day spectacular!
If you can let me know of your intentions as early as possible it would be
most helpful and appreciated.
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THINGS WE HAVE DONE
A big thanks to Rosie and Kevin for their efforts in supplying two super
events:Sunday18th August Sunday Run and Lunch
From “Owd Nells” to Bashall Barn - from the Fylde through the Trough of
Bowland and into the Ribble Valley.
A 10 out of 10 scenic route with an excellent lunch venue.
Tuesday 27th August Evening Run
Once again into the beautiful Ribble Valley concluding at our meetings base
The Welcome Inn.
It was a pleasure to have Graham and friends from Lune and Wyre join us
for the evening.
On Sunday 8th September we made our second visit to the Blackpool Vehicle
Preservation Group event at Fairhaven Lake St Annes on Sea where we enjoyed reserved parking and invitation to a wonderful display of classics of
all description followed by a short drive to our lunch venue at the Chadwick
Hotel.
Many thanks to our friend Bill Swindlehurst of BVPG for the kind invitation.
THINGS TO COME
By the time you receive this the 2013 Lancashire Lanes Run will have taken
place, so at the time of writing I pray for good weather for the day and extend our thanks to Tony and his team for their efforts in making the day a
success as I am sure it will be.
I would like to welcome Bill Bradshaw back on to the committee as Vice
Chairman. Bill was co-opted a month or two back and his past experience
will be of great benefit to the club. Thank you, Bill.
And finally, I would like to thank Mike Newton for everything he has done
for the club during his time as a member. He has served as a committee
member, Treasurer & Chairman, and dedicated his time to make the club a
better one. He has been the Webmaster for the last couple of years, putting
his computer skills to excellent use. We all wish him well in the future.

BILL
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SECRETARY’S SCRIBBLES
Well, since late August all I seem to have done is pack boxes. We‘ve sold our house, having lived
in it for 25 years, and we vacate it on the 25th of this month. We can‘t move in to the house we
are buying until the 3rd, maybe the 4th week in October, and the 3 or 4 weeks in limbo creates
problems, broadband, phone line & utilities being just a few of them. My RV8 is going into a
friend‘s garage for the interim period, and we are renting a holiday home for the time being. I‘ve
just managed to find a good home for my piano, which I‘ve owned for 30 years and is in perfect
condition. Nobody wants them these days, and even the auctioneers were reluctant to try and sell
it. Farrington Tip has done well out of me this last few weeks!
We had some fine weather during August, not quite as good as July, but perfectly acceptable.
And as Bill has already mentioned, we had two runs during the month, both of which were excellent. Additionally, there was an MG race meeting at Oulton Park on the 7th September, which
was again a great spectacle of MGs old and new racing throughout the day. Three club cars
turned up for this event, and maybe a Saturday is not the best day for holding club outings. The
following day, the 8th, turned out fine, and the club had 14 cars turn up at the Ribble Pilot car
park for a short run to the Fairhaven Classic car show, and lunch at the Chadwick later in the
day. A black MG TD and a champagne coloured E-type Jag were my picks at the show.
Phantom Winger starting place—18th August

I love these runs and lunches—no cooking at home tonight!

Fairhaven—the black MG TD
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Oulton Park
David and John in the pit garages

On the pit wall (no photos please!)

Is this an ‘M’ type?

THE LANCASHIRE LANES RUN
Once again we were not blessed with good weather, and despite setting off in relatively good
conditions, the weather just got worse and worse. Standing water at the road sides became a
problem as the day wore on, and the blustery conditions compounded the problem.
The route took the cars through the Lancashire Lanes to a mid point stop just past Carnforth at
Greenlands Farm Village, and the ‗Wellies Café‘ for a well earned snack, before taking on the
return journey. The 2nd part of the run was up and over the cattle grids on the moors, climbing
and braking, but sadly due to the conditions it was nigh impossible to take in the scenic views
along the way. But this is a route which members should try again on a good day—it will be well
worth while.
The organisation and preparation for the run was first class and our thanks go to Tony and his
team for a splendid job.

GODFREY
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MGA 1600 MKII - Parts for Sale

1622cc Engine (16GC-U-H Reconditioned)

£1750

·

Gearbox

£250

·

3 Piece Stainless Steel Exhaust (New)

£100

·

Propshaft

£25

·

Rear Axle, Drums & Back Plates (No brake mechanisms)

£100

·

Rear Leaf Springs (New)

£60

·

Rear Lever Arm Dampers

£10

·

Front Coil Springs (New)

£20

·

Front Lever Arm Dampers

£10

·

Front and Rear Bumpers (No over riders)

£90

·

Front Brake Callipers

£10

·

Set of Hub Caps

£40

The engine has been re-bored with new pistons & rings, crank reground with new bearings, new camshaft,
head reconditioned with new valves, new oil pump and timing chain etc.
All sensible offers considered!
Tony Sharples
Ring 01772 495417 or 07950 659470
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FOR SALE
MG TF 135 for sale, 53 plate with 66000 miles. 1.8 in metallic grey, with hardtop, good condition,
new exhaust, starter motor and various other bits. MOT, good tyres, and inspection welcome.
£1200 o.n.o

Ring Andy Schultz - 01772 627170

Graham Lockwood is selling the following items:


Radiator for MGB 1800, rubber bumper, 6 months use and comes with a full Kenlow cooling
fan and thermostat. £75.00



High torque starter motor for 1800 MGB. £50.00



Gear box 4 speed with overdrive including switch, and gear stick etc.. £75.00



I‘m sure there is an alternator buried in the garage along with 5 wheels if someone wants to
make an offer.

Ring Graham - 07718 701622

Graham also writes:
I have just had an updated newsletter from the authorities. All of us decent truckers get them!! I
wanted to especially mention this report in the newsletter as we have plenty of Lancashire Lanes,
and lady members in the club.
There are several things we need to be aware of…
Gangs of suspected Eastern Europeans are plotting different ways to get a person (mainly women) to stop their vehicle and get out of the car. Several incidents have been reported to Police
where a child‘s safety seat with a fake baby strapped in, has been left by the roadside near a
field or a wooded area. The object of this exercise is to entice the victim to investigate the abandoned child. Once out of the car, the woman or man is dragged into a field and attacked before
having their car stolen.
Another ploy is to throw eggs at the windscreen of passing cars. Do not operate your wipers or
screen wash as eggs mixed with water will produce a milky substance which will reduce your visibility by up to 95%. You are then forced to stop and get out of your vehicle, resulting in you being
attacked etc…..
Police are advising anybody who experiences anything like the above not to stop for any reason,
don‘t even slow down if you can help it. Dial 999 and report the incident with time, location and
anything else you saw.
And also:
‘How I dealt with a Tailgater’
I had a job recently to collect a load from a bonded warehouse in Tring, a village off the A41 near
London. The load was medical supplies for the Middle East. To get to this warehouse I had to
use both the B488 and the B489. Nice roads if you are in an MG, you know the kind of lane I
mean, lanes which certain members would love to make progress on instead of looking at the
lovely stone cottage with a for sale board up. Anyway, whilst on the B488 I couldn‘t help but
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notice a rather battered looking white van in my rear view mirrors driving rather erratically and
dangerously close to the back of the truck. After a couple of miles of this, I decided enough was
enough and rather than slam on my brakes causing him to crash into the trailer and causing damage, I had a better idea.
At a particularly narrow stretch of the road, I stopped, put my hazard lights on and got my 5lb
lump hammer out of the storage cupboard. Deep sea containers suffer from stiff doors due to the
salt water and occasionally need gentle persuasion from a lump hammer to open them….honest
officer, and walked to the back of my truck. There was just enough room between the truck and
the drainage ditch. Once at the back of my truck I started to open the container doors but was interrupted by the shouts of ‗What the f*** do you think you are doing?‘
I turned, smiled and feeling confident due to the presence of the lump hammer, replied ‗Well, you
were so close to the back of my truck, I thought you wanted to get in!‘
Needless to say, the rest of my journey on the B488 & B489 was uneventful.

Graham
———————————Pictures from the Black Museum part 2—by Bill Bradshaw
I‘ve rebuilt a lot of motorcycle and car engines over the years, and have started to collect a photographic record of some of the horrors encountered during the dismantling process.
I‘ve promised Godfrey to send in a monthly newsletter contribution showing some of these; my
second contribution is to do with valve damage.

Parts of a broken piston ring had wedged themselves in the valves of the 1098 Midget engine on
the left, causing damage to the valves themselves and the seats, and a complete loss of compression on this cylinder.
The other example shows erosion of two exhaust valves in a 950 Morris Minor engine in the area
adjacent to the spark plugs, showing very severe overheating and local melting. Note the date on
the copper vice clamps that I made during my apprenticeship – 1276 was my clock number, not
my date of birth, as some of you may suppose. I still use them almost every day and at Christmas for cracking hard almonds.

Bill
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Tony Sharples writes:
Just a few words of thanks….
Firstly with the support of friends, work colleagues and family, Karen and I will hopefully (once all
of the funds are collected) be able to pass on to St Catherine‘s Hospice £337 in sponsorship
money for the ―Guild Wheel Bike Ride‖ and ―Moonlight Walk‖ that we took part in during May and
June.

Secondly to those who helped push start the MG as we attempted to go to Pateley Bridge for the
Northern National.
Although we left the meeting point following Andy & Carol, on the Skipton bypass the B started to
make what I thought was the most horrendous pinking noises and lost most of its power, so we
decided to turn around and gently drive home, where after a few quick checks it was decided that
the head would have to come off. So as the engine was hot we decided it could wait and as the
picnic was packed we may as well still go to Pateley Bridge in the other car.
Having now had the chance to take the head off, it was the head gasket that had failed, with a
hole between 2 & 3 and a leak between 3 & 4. But unfortunately it‘s not just as easy as fitting a
new head gasket, on closer inspection it looks like the head has suffered from detonation problems eroding the surface and undercutting where the gasket should seal and build-up of carbon
deposits stopping the valves from closing properly.

So now the entire engine has been removed from the car, stripped and inspected with all the major parts looking good. The only part I found that was faulty was the starter motor. Although it was
securely attached to the bell-housing the motor body was loose, perhaps this has been the reason for the engine appearing to be slow and laboured when trying to start.
Anyway back to the skimming of the head, as the engine was built with high compression pistons
the restriction to skimming is the valve clearance. So with ―blue-tac‖ on the piston and the head
refitted, the clearance looks like I might get away with skimming, hopefully by the end of the
month it will be running again and ready for the rolling road to sort out the detonation problem.

TONY
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Gordon Mallett has recently replaced the ageing tyres (25yrs+) on his red MGC, and he found
this article on classic car tyres which he thought might be of interest to members.

COMMON PROBLEMS
TYRE AGE
This is a subject of much debate within the tyre industry and no tyre expert can tell exactly how long a tyre will
last. However, with the benefit of experience most tyre companies warrant their tyres against manufacturing and
material defects for five years from the date of manufacture. In a statement issued by the British Rubber Manufacturers Association they strongly recommend that unused tyres should not be put into service if they are more than six
years old and that all tyres should be replaced Ten years from the date of manufacture.
There are three main mechanisms of tyre ageing. The first involves rubber becoming more brittle. Sulphur is used
to link rubber molecules together during vulcanisation with the application of heat and pressure, giving the rubber its
useful elastic properties and strength. As the tyre absorbs energy in the form of light, heat or movement the tyre
continues to vulcanise. This ongoing vulcanisation causes the rubber to become stiffer and more brittle.
The second mechanism of tyre ageing is oxidation this involves oxygen and ozone from the air compromising the
strength and elasticity of the rubber and the integrity of the rubber to steel bond. Basically, heat and oxygen cause
cross linking between polymer chains (causing the rubber to harden) and scission of polymer chains (leading to reduced elasticity).
Thirdly, breakdown of the rubber to steel-belt bond will occur due to water permeating through a tyre and bonding
with the brass plate coating on steel belts. This causes the steel to rubber bond to weaken leading to reduced tyre
strength and reduced heat resistance. If compressed air used for inflation is not completely dry, tyre strength will be
affected over time. Even unused tyres will become more brittle, weaker and less elastic with exposure to water, air,
heat and sunlight.
Warning signs
Regardless of their age, tyres should be replaced if they show significant crazing or cracking in the tread grooves or
sidewall and or bulging of the tread face or sidewall. All tyres, especially unused spare tyres, should be inspected
periodically to determine their suitability for service. If there is any question about a tyres suitability please contact
our technical department.
How do I tell the age of a tyre?
All tyres are produced with a Tyre Identification Number (or TIN) that shows the date of manufacture. For post 2000
tyres, all manufacturers standardised on a four digit system to indicate the week and year that the tyre was
made. For example, 1204 would be a tyre made in the 12th week of 2004. Tyres manufactured before this date
normally have 3 digits, the week number and the last number of the year, for example 375 would likely be a tyre
made in the 37th week of 1995 however as not all manufacturers used the same system it could conceivably be
week 37 of 1985, so advice should be sought if clarification is required.

INCORRECT TYRE PRESSURE
It is essential to always maintain the correct tyre pressure. Punctures can often occur long before the tyre appears
to be ―going down‖ and only by checking with an accurate gauge regularly will this be discovered and this should
always be done when the tyres are cold. Remember, natural rubber tubes are still used on many old cars and naturally lose pressure owing to a process known as diffusion.
Incorrect tyre pressures cause various problems. Firstly, too low a pressure can result in uneven wear on the shoulder of the tyre and it will lead to overheating and tyre breakdown. It makes the suspension feel softer, and can make
the car's handling sluggish and slow to react to steering input. On early beaded edge tyres the result will always
lead to premature failure of the tyre. Too high a pressure results in uneven wear around the centre of the tread.
With less contact on the road it makes wheel spin and skidding more likely, accelerating wear in the high pressure
contact area. The car will have very light steering and in some situations it will be over-responsive to steering input
and have a propensity to skid.
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INCORRECT STEERING GEOMETRY
This is to do with the angle of your wheels and their relation to the ground, watch for uneven tyre wear and at the
first sign or if you can feel your steering pulling to one side under normal driving on a flat road, get your car checked.
You may have kerbed the car, hit a pothole or simply have wear in steering components but if left unresolved the
tyre will wear rapidly. A tyre on a wheel that is 1/8‖ out of alignment is equivalent to being dragged sideways eight
meters in every mile.

POOR WHEEL BALANCE
Vibration problems can affect your car's performance and safety; correctly balanced wheels help to eliminate vibration and avoid premature wear of tyres and suspension components caused by the imbalance in the rotating assembly. Wheels are balanced by readjusting the weight around the cars wheels, if you feel vibrations mostly in the steering wheel of your car, then the wheel imbalance is probably in the front wheels of your car. If you feel the vibration
mostly in the seat, then it's most likely the back wheels.
Tyre Wear
If your tyres begin to show an unusual wear pattern, they may be unbalanced. This wear pattern often appears scalloped or cupped and occurs along the edges of your tyre. Whereas normal wear patterns for a tyre will not be primarily along the edges of the tyre but will take place across the tread.

POOR RIM CONDITION
In the interests of authenticity it‘s common amongst classic vehicle owners to use the original wheels whenever possible. However this can be problematic as it‘s quite possible to still be using wheels that are over 100 years old! We
recommend that rims should be regularly inspected for corrosion, loose spokes, worn splines, fatigue cracks etc.
Early beaded edge rims (approx 1890-1925) are particularly susceptible and should never be ―ground back‖ It‘s also
common for later rolled edge type rims (approx 1925-1950) to fill with road dirt and dust which has the tendency of
holding moisture and corroding unseen from within.

CONTAMINATION
Classic vehicles by their very nature have less use on the road therefore there will be long periods of inactivity, and it
is during this time that tyre contamination is most likely to occur. There are many elements that cause tyre degradation; direct sunlight, ozone from high voltage electrical equipment, oil and grease, high humidity, and excessive heat
will all serve to reduce tyre life and these should be avoided whenever possible.
———————————————————
A free bottle of wine to the 1st member to tell me about this superb Jacobs Join. Venue, month & year please.
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Calendar of Events for 2013
Date

Club Event

Time

Start / Meet

Tue 26 Feb

Tenpin Bowling

20.00

Lakeside Superbowl 8pm

Sun 24 Mar

Sunday Run & Lunch

10.00

Ley Inn, Whittle Le Woods

Tue 26 Mar

Club Night (Speaker)

20.00

Welcome Tavern

Sat/Sun 6/7 Apr Event City Classic Car Show

TBA

Event City (nr. Trafford Centre)

Sun 21 Apr

Drive IT Day—inc. Treasure Hunt

TBA

TBA

Tue 30 Apr

Club Night

20.00

Welcome Tavern

Sun 5 May

Ripon Spring Classic Car Show

09.30

Swallow Hotel, Salmesbury

Sun 12 May

Vale Royal Show—Arley Hall,
Cheshire

09.30

Charnock Richard Services M6

Tue 28 May

Club Night—evening run

19.30

TBA

7/10th Jun

NTBHWE—Much Wenlock

09.45

Withy Trees, Bamber Bridge
PR5 6LA

Sun 9 Jun

Garstang Classic Car Show

10.00

Burlingtons car park, A6

Sun 23 Jun

Hoghton Tower Classic Car Show

10.00

B&Q car park, Bamber Bridge

Tue 25 Jun

Club Night—SYCO

20.00

Welcome Tavern

Sat 29 Jun

Lostock Hall Carnival

TBA

Sun 30 Jun

Classic Car Show—Burnley

10.00

B&Q—Bamber Bridge

Sun 7 Jul

Leighton Hall Classic Car Show

09.30

Burlingtons car park, A6

Sun 14 Jul

Club Run & Lunch

10.30

Phantom Winger, M55 Broughton roundabout. PR3 5JE

Sun 21 Jul

Fleetwood Tram Day

09.30

Ribble Pilot car park, Preston

Tue 30 Jul

Club Night—Autotest

19.30

Schultz Estate

Sun 4 Aug

Northern National—Pateley Bridge

09.30

Swallow Hotel Salmesbury A59

Sun 18 Aug

Sunday Run & Lunch

10.00

Phantom Winger. PR3 5JE

Tue 27 Aug

Club Night evening run

19.00

Guys Court, A6

Sat 7 Sep

Oulton Park MG Race Meeting

09.00

Charnock Richard Services M6

Sun 8 Sep

Fairhaven Classic Car Show & lunch 10.00

Ribble Pilot car park

Sun 15 Sep

Lancashire Lanes Run

09.30

Barton Grange car park A6

Tue 24 Sep

Club Night—Annual Quiz

20.00

Welcome Tavern

Sun 13 Oct

Sunday Run & Lunch

10.00

Phantom Winger PR3 5JE

Tue 29 Oct

Club Night—Speaker Steve Williams 20.00

Welcome Tavern

Sat 2 Nov

Bonfire Night inc. hotpot

19.00

Schultz Palace

Tue 26 Nov

Club Night—Natter & Noggin

20.00

Welcome Tavern

Sat 7 Dec

Annual Dinner & Awards

19.30

Ashton & Lea Golf Club

Sun 29 Dec

Cold Turkey Run

11.00

TBA
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Committee, Contacts
and Useful
Information

Committee
Chairman

Bill Ryding

Tel: 01772 323116
Mobile: 07770 440422
william@wryding.wanadoo.co.uk

Secretary

Godfrey Dennis

Tel: 01772 616877
grf.dennis@virgin.net

Mobile: 07780 682592

Treasurer

Mick Bamber

Tel: 01772 321559
mick@mcbamber.com

Mobile: 07730 435929

Membership

Gordon Mallett

Tel: 01282 429658
Mobile: 07725 503888
gordon.mg@btinternet.com

Vice Chairman

Bill Bradshaw

Tel: 01257 261134
Mobile: 07800 566361
bill.bradshaw@btopenworld.com

General

Kevin Doran

Tel: 01772 877285
Mobile: 07746 366722
kevin.doran6@btopenworld.com

General

Michael Hart

Tel: 01772 725275
Mobile: 07505 261593
blue_icarian_wings@hotmail.com

Newsletter
Editor: Godfrey Dennis

Plumpton House, 21 Marsh Lane, Longton, Preston
PR4 5ZJ

All articles to be sent to the editor by email or post by the 15th of the month

Webmaster
Michael Hart

Tel: 01772 725275
e-mail: blue_icarian_wings@hotmail.com

Trading Members
Andy Schultz (club technical consultant) Cuerden Classics

Tel: 01772 627120
Mobile 07817 173158
andy@pr55xq.freeserve.co.uk

John Ashworth (Accident Repairs
etc.) Croston

Tel: 01772 600964
johnashworth56@gmail.com
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